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Kids Spots are a wonderful opportunity to engage children in the main service with a biblical truth in a relevant, 

interesting and memorable way. Children are valued members of our church family, and we want to express 

this truth in our weekly gatherings. Although children have their own discrete learning time, the Kids Spot is a 

unique time where children learn together with adults. Kids Spots are also an opportunity to teach, model and 

equip parents for engaging in faith discussions with their children. 

With this in mind, we are seeking to bring a level of consistency and excellence to our Kids Spot each week, in 

order to be most effective in how we use this part of the service. Below are a set of guidelines for Kids Spots. 

These guidelines are intended to bring a consistent shape to Kids Spots each week through a simple structure, 

and to bring focus through a clearly developed aim each week. Lastly, we are seeking to implement a method 

for providing regular feedback for encouragement and training in our skills in Kids Spots.  

The Structure of a Kids Spot 

A Kids Spot should be based around the following three principles: 

1. One Idea 

We have one simple truth that we are drawing out from the text to highlight and apply. If we can 

communicate this simple truth both verbally and visually, and in a memorably way, we have done our 

job. 

2. One Prop 

Kids are visual learners. Restricting ourselves to one main prop allows us to communicate the big idea 

simply and in a memorable way. We aim for all our kids talks to be taught with just one significant 

prop (or occasionally more if they contribute towards emphasising the main idea). We go by the 

principle that less is more. 

3. Two-Four Minutes 

Young children have short attention spans, even if we’re really engaging. We would rather nail one 

idea sharply, then waffle for too long and lose the audience. While different stories and props may 

require more or less time, we’re aiming to keep our talks as short and sharp as possible. 
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In general, most Kids Spots should limit themselves to 3 minutes, unless a particularly interesting and 

relevant activity requires an additional minute. (The most common reason for going over time is 

usually that more than one idea is being presented.) 

 

Developing an aim for a Kids Spot 

There are different ways to ‘pitch’ a Kids Spot. We want to encourage freedom of creative expression in how 

you present, whilst ensuring that every Kids Spot is clear in its intent.  

Broadly, there are three main ways in which you might seek to communicate a truth through a Kids Spot: 

1. Help people understand clearly. 

The aim is to help people have greater clarity of a Biblical truth. It might involve having a simple, 

memorable line that you repeat through the kids spot; learning a memory verse together; or a simple 

object lesson that makes the point clearly. 

2. Help people feel how the passage should make them feel. 

This could involve an activity that creates excitement (eg. free chocolate); that taps into a common 

fear (eg. through good storytelling); or appeals to their senses (eg. freshly baked bread). 

3. Help people act rightly. 

The aim is that people are clear on what they ought to do in response to what you have said. This 

could involve acting out a drama (eg. “Here are 3 ways you could invite a friend to church”); or involve 

the congregation through questions (eg. “What is one thing you could say thankyou to God for at lunch 

today?”). 

It is suggested that in preparing a Kids Spot, you pick one of these aims to build around. You will not have time 

to cover all three.   
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Feedback 

We desire to see every aspect of our Sunday Services continue to improve in quality, clarity, and effectiveness 

in communicating the good news of Jesus. Those performing up-front ministry roles will receive feedback for 

encouragement and reflection, with an aim to help all involved grow in competency and excellence. 

The following categories are intended to be a guide to ensure we maintain consistency in our Kids Spots week 

to week, and ensure that we are pursuing a level of excellence. You can view these criteria as a rough boundary 

to guide you in your planning and preparation. Each week, the Kids Spot presenter will be provided feedback 

based upon this set of criteria. 

Content 

Did you keep to the text/theme of the Kids Spot? 

Was there a single idea clearly articulated? 

 Did you keep within the four minute limit? 

Were your use of words, stories and illustrations relevant to the kids? 

Visual aids 

 Did your use of props enhance your communication? 

Were any slides or images used of a high resolution, consistent look and appropriate nature? 

Engagement 

Was the Kids Spot memorable? 

Did you show energy and authentic enthusiasm in presenting the kids spot? 

Was your stage presence undistracting? (eg. poor microphone use, back to the congregation) 

 

Conclusion 

It is expected that all those who present Kids Spots will adhere to these guidelines. If you have any questions, 

concerns or suggestions, I’d love to hear them. Whilst these guidelines have been written formally, there is 

some flexibility in adapting them as appropriate. Ultimately, these guidelines ought to be a tool that assists us 

in striving for excellence, rather than hindering or burdening our ministry. If these guidelines do not help us 

to pursue excellence, we want to improve them in a manner that helps us strive toward that end. 


